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Kristin Neff PhD, is a professor in individual advancement whose 10 years' of research forms the basis of
her timely and highly readable book. Self Compassion presents a powerful remedy for combating the existing
malaise of depression, stress and anxiety and self criticism that comes with living in a pressured and
competitive culture. Through tried and tested exercises and audio downloads, visitors learn the 3 primary
components that will assist replace bad and destructive actions of self worthy of and achievement with a
kinder and non judgemental strategy in order to produce profound life modification and deeper happiness.
Self Compassion recognises that people all have weaknesses and limitations, but in accepting this we are
able to discover new methods to achieve improved self-confidence, contentment and reach our highest
potential.' Rosie O'Donnell Kristin Neff's professional and practical advice presents a completely new group
of personal development tools which will benefit everyone. who should try to learn that the Golden
Guideline works only if it's reversible: We must figure out how to treat ourselves along with we wish to
deal with others..' Gloria Steinem 'A beautiful reserve that helps people see the method to cure the globe -
one person at the same time - starting with yourself.'A portable friend to all or any readers .. Read it and
start the journey. Simply, conveniently and compassionately.
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Life changing At age 66 and just retired, I had not been sure I possibly could learn much from a
publication that would truly impact my entire life. Happily, I was incorrect. Kristen Neff has shown a
apparent and compelling explanation of self-compassion. What trapped me probably the most was how she
boldly illustrates how the self-esteem motion has failed and just why.! I am hereby resetting my sails and,
with renewed enthusiasm, setting off into the future, and the ultimate chapters in my own life. This book
has helped me greatly.We am Bipolar with Histrionic tendencies and have struggled all my entire life with my
self-picture and an feeding on disorder. I recommend this reserve to everyone. We all require a little more
self compassion This book brings about a good point--self-esteem will get you so far, but what we all need
a little more of is self-compassion. This Reserve is for YOU. I actually began reading Self-Compassion two
times ago and I am astonished. Lackluster We was hoping this reserve would move more depth
approximately self-compassion after listening to Kristen's audio training course on The Mindfulness App. I
cannot believe that in every my years of considerable, detailed therapy not one of my superb therapists
ever recommended these exercises. I discover myself connected with all other humans facing challenges
that inevitably arrive the way. Guilt has always been my default emotion. Shame.! Although I had trouble
with my stress, as an analytical overthinking kind of person, I required a very justification to convince
myself out of my struggling and anxiety. Or shopping.Hook em! And when I don't experience my emotions, I

PUNISH myself. It has been going on all my life. Authors consist of: John Bradshaw, Scot Peck, Marianne
Williamson, Wayne Dyer, Deepak Chopra, Tony Robbins--- to name a few. Boring. Personally i think
Empowered. And almost Brave.This does not read as a medical/scientific text and I are generally highly
skeptical about these sorts of books.! This book along with a therapist has replaced so much of my
suffering with both Joy and compassion.)However in this case, I am not bothered the lack of in-text
message acknowledgement of source material because there's really not anything to OBJECT TO or
contact into question within the text. All of the assistance can be sound. I've not read anything (up to
now) that's harmful or suspect.The exercises are so basic and the advice will set the human brain to
sparking, esp. I'll check back in when I am completed.I am eager to work my way through all of those
other book and am pacing myself in order that I don't carry out an excessive amount of at once. if you
have a spiritual bent as perform I.Buy this publication and discover if it helps you just as much as it is
helping me. Transformative This book had a very transformative effect on my entire life. Or alcohol. (This
appears to be increasingly common and I frequently find it hard to stick with a book when the author is
not forthcoming with resources within the text itself.It made such a notable difference in me that I gave
a talk to 85 young adults on the subject to greatly help them see what I saw out of this book. This book
produced results! Or any reckless, impulsive behavior designed to stuff feelings down so we DON'T
Experience them. (UT 07) Changed my life more than any additional book!! All the things that one stuffs
down with food. From her book, I have learned new ways of thinking and being. I am an avid reader of self-
help and spiritual books. I have read almost all of the popular and best-retailers.This book is changing my
entire outlook, without confusing me or SCARING me to death. I am definitely one who's searching and of
all hundreds of books I've go through, lectures and sermons I've taken in, NONE have touched on the
subject of self compassion the way Neff do. It affirms much of my life encounter until now. I think that
many of the various other authors and gurus still utilize the language of self esteem and thus their text
messages of compassion was shrouded, which explains why I believe that this book is a MUST READ if you
are trapped in the vicious routine of self-hatred, self-loathing, self-criticism and anything else that we do
to ourselves that is less than kind. I am in fact taking the time to do the exercises in the publication with

a journal and my entire life has CHANGED. Thanks Kristen. However, with this book I discover few, if any,
intellectual objections to the manner in which it really is created or in the way the studies and resource
material are not cited until the "notes" at the end.! I am not one to write an assessment unless it is
normally something like actually amazing, and I am hoping for the day when I can meet Neff personally and



honor her for her contribution to my spiritual recovery and journey. You won't be disappointed. It is
because it is so straightforward and common sense. I would not recommend buying this publication, it
doesn't help. Utilized to Punishing Yourself? Well worth the reading time. I also bought the audio edition,
because I understood this message is usually one most of us need to retain. I've read it three times
currently and am still a function in progress, nonetheless it put me on the path to self compassion and
healing from multiple traumas. This book is quite educational, yet easy to read and parts of it are humorous.
I love the exercises and it is an easy task to incorporate self-compassion into my entire life. I highly
recommend this book. Getting on the healing path It's a very interesting browse and gave me much to
take into account. Learning a lot! I am becoming even more self-compassionate Loved this book! i can be a
serious critic and judge to myself. I have already been trying to loosen the grip of my internal critic and
this book has been ideal for me. I still have quite a distance to go. Changed my mindset pertaining to the
better A amazing read that provides you an understanding of why self-compassion is important, provides
the research to back again up its effectiveness, and gives you strategies of how exactly to switch your
mindset to provide yourself with self-compassion (that has shown to significantly improve life satisfaction).
I anticipate continuing this work. I am more available to what is, grateful for my strengths, in a position
to savor life's pleasures a little more. This book will slide into your top 10 list easily. I imagine I'll return to

this book many times to tap back to Neff's basic, fundamentally compassionate and encouraging words.
Astounded. This publication didn't provide any brand-new insight on this topic that she didn't already cover
on the audio course, or in her speeches found on YouTube. I heard from various other reviewers that her
fresh Workbook is just a copy-and-paste of her past works, so I won't be picking that up. Thankfully, this
is a free audio-publication from an Audible trial. Even the majority of the exercises are already found on her
website free of charge! I do hear a far more self-compassionate inner voice appear at differing times now.
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